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Abstract. This work proposes a new fuzzy feature ranking method
based on PageRank in the context of supervised classification. In the di-
rected graph in which the algorithm relies on, the nodes represent fuzzy
expressions and the weights of the arcs assess the degree of information
gained when adding the head fuzzy expression to the tail one.
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1 Introduction

In many contexts where a huge amount of information need to be analyzed,
the overwhelming processing requirements can be mitigated by evaluating the
usefulness of each pieze of information for the goal we are pursuing and selecting
the best ones. In supervised classification problems, where the data is expressed
through a set of labeled examples (each example represented by a set values for
a fixed set of features and its class label), those techniques fits with the concept
of feature selection [1]. That way, the best features are selected from the whole
set based in their usefulness to correctly classify new examples.

We propose a new ranking method for feature selection inspired by PageRank
[2], a well-known ranking algorithm initially used by Google web to rank the
results from a query and widely extended to other contexts [3, 4]. This algorithm
relies in a directed graph model that is traversed by a random walker. In our
proposal, the nodes represent fuzzy expressions and each directed arc has a
weight that assess the degree of information gained by adding the expression in
the head node to the expression in the tail node. This weight is based on concept
of the entropy of the fuzzy expressions in the light of the labeled examples.

2 The Feature Ranking Method

We consider a set of d classes C = {c1, . . . , cd}, n features F = {f1, . . . , fn} andm
examples E = {e1, . . . , em}, each example with the form ei = ([x1

i , . . . , x
n
i ], c

i),

where xj
i is its value for the feature fj and ci is its class label. Each feature

fi is associated with a fuzzy variable Xi whose fuzzy domain is denoted as
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X̃i = {LX1
i , . . . , LX

pi

i }, being pi the number of fuzzy values associated with the

variable and being LXj
i the linguistic label of its jth fuzzy value.

The method starts by adding one node for each possible fuzzy expression
Sj
i : Xi is LX

j
i , obtaining a graph with pi nodes for each feature fi. Besides, in

order to grasp the individual potential of each fuzzy expression, a fictitious node
is also added to the graph that represents the void expression. Then, a weight
is assigned to the arc from node A to node B that measures the usefulness of
adding the expression SB = SjB

iB
to the expression SA = SjA

iA
, defined as

wAB = U(SA)− U(SA, SB), (1)

where U is a measure of uncertainty. Concretely, we propose

U(SA) = ρA ·H(SA) + ρ¬A ·H(S¬A) (2)

U(SA, SB) = ρA∧B ·H(SA∧B) + ρA∧¬B ·H(SA∧¬B) + · · ·
· · ·+ ρ¬A∧B ·H(S¬A∧B) + ρ¬A∧¬B ·H(S¬A∧¬B), (3)

where ρA measures the ratio of examples satisfying SA, and H(Sj
i ) is the entropy

of Sj
i , whose associated distribution of probability is

p(ck) =

∑
ei∈Ek

µLXj
i
(xj

i )∑
ei∈E µLXj

i
(xj

i )
, (4)

being Ek the subset of examples within ck. For H(SjA
iA

∧ SjB
iB

) the expression

µLXj
i
(xj

i ) in (4) is replaced by µ
LX

jA
iA

(xjA
iA
) ∧ µ

LX
jB
iB

(xjA
iA
), being ∧ a t-norm.

Since PageRank does not allow negative weights, some mechanism must be
introduced to satisfy this requirement in (1). The proposal is to remove arcs with
negative weights, since traversing them is worthless.

Finally, after the PageRank algorithm is applied, the value of each node gives
a measure of the information provided by the fuzzy expression it represents in
the light of the dataset.
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